SHOOT-OUT!
Which is the best — Suzuki 250X7 or Yamaha RD250?

THERE'S A little bit of arm wrestling going
on in the office. Mine is being bent by the
company's Suzuki X7 while Dave Walker's
RD250C.
The idea is to see wliich one can come
covering tuning, streamlining and improvBoth models are secondhand. The
Yamaha was registered in 1977 and has
only 3,000 miles to its credit. The Suzuki is
a 1978 model with 8,000 miles recorded.
You may remember it from the March,
1980 issue in the buying secondhand
feature.
A fair bit has happened to the Suzuki
space to relate all the details. But the
following are the main points.
The holed left piston was replaced with
parts from Mick Hemrnings Motor Cycles,
Wellington Street, Northampton, at the following prices:
Item
Cost
Standard piston
£5.51
Piston rings
£4.44
Small end bearing
£2.27
Gudgeon pin circlips
£0.22
Two 92.5 main jets
£1.58
Total VAT
£2.10
With the 92.5 jets replacing the standard
87.5 items and the carburetter needles
the motor ran passably well for general
roadwork.

The motor was still down on power for,
as yet, an unknown reason or reasons. The
fastest speed seen had been 90mph indicated, equivalent to 78.0mph true speed.
the
agic spell of Leo Mos and
er at i.EDAR of 10 School La
dy
Baston, L i .
The Suzuki was restored completely to
standard trim for its first dyno run. The 87.5
main jets were put back in, the K&N air
filters removed and the standard air box
cleaner replaced. The carburetter
needles
e left..
Biggest problem was getting the back
wheel out. The spindle had corroded in so
badly it took oxy-acetylene gear to expand
the spacer and several hefty blows with a
hammer to free it.
The standard worn-out endless chain
was split by a chain breaker and replaced
by a slightly used Tsubaki unit we had in
the office.
Finally, bolted to the dyno with a new set
of NGK B9ES plugs inserted, the Suzuki
amazed us all by struggling to give a
maximum of 17.9bhp at the rear wheel.
This compared woefully to the 28.5bhp
figure given by a test model which went
through the MCM radar at 100.5mph in the
August 1978 issue.
The 92.5 jets were tried and made matters worse. Leon made up a flywheel
extractor in order to slightly advance the
electronic ignition so that it fired on the
centre of the three flywheel marks.
The Phillips screws holding the stator
plate had to be cold-chiselled off because
their heads deformed under the pressure
of an impact screwdriver. They were

replaced by Alien head screws which just
cleared the flywheel.
This tiny ignition adjustment made no
different so the air filter was removed, but
still power was down on the first run in
completely standard trim.
A pair of brightly chromed Codnor
expansion chambers designed for the X7
by Codnor Light Fabrications of Church
Lane, Sawley, Long Eaton, Notts (price:
€98.61 plus £3 postage) were brought into
play.
Suddenly the horsepower rocketted to
28.7bhp at 6,150rpm. This was the turning
point. It was obvious the standard silencers
were clogged and severely restricting the
engine.
The next step was to sort out the main
jetting (the machine was run under full
throttle loadings while on the dyno}.
The 92.5 jets were too weak. A pair of
100s were inserted in conjunction with the
K&N air filters.
According to Leon the K&Ns offer no airflow restriction to this engine.
With the Codnor pipes the motor had .
become quite peaky and it was impossible [

to hold the engine at a const
much below 7,000rpm.
A best figure of 30.5bhp was given at
7,300rpm. The jets were changed for 105s
which gave almost identical results.
102.5s might be best. At the time of writing
these had not been tried. But the machine
was taken to MIRA where it recorded a best
top speed of 98.84mph and a best standing
Quarter of 14.27sec with 90.19moh terminal
speed.
On the road, the X7 now feels like a road
racer. Power is reasonable to 6,000rpm
when it suddenly zaps forward to the noisy
accompaniment of the expansion chambers.
The X7 has pulled out of the slow lane
giving more than 50 per cent more power
than when it first dawdled into our lives.
Watch out for the next Suzuki v Yamaha
shoot-out on the trail to power.
Brian Crichton
AS FAR AS I am concerned, Suzuki have
played their ace and it isn't going to be
get anything like a
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SHOOT-OUT!
Suzuki hits 98mph —
Yamaha lags at 95mph

much bigger jets were needed. To cut a
long story short I tried going up in several
had gained one horsepower at peak, and a
further two after the engine had "gone
over the top" at S.OOOrpm.
This gave a peak power output of
27.5bhp with a useful 27.2 at 8,000 —
where standard it had only produced 25.5.
Up to 6,000rpm the power remained about
For the first stage of tuning I decided to
stick with the inlet and see if any further
manifolds. On the RD400 the two rubber

fitted with expansion chambers.
I felt that if I could get close to their
power output without chambers, fitting
them should make the final result a forThe bike was hooked up to the LEDAR
Dyno where the first step with my RD250C
was to remove the air cleaner, not just the
element but the complete air box. The
route from the carb intakes to fresh air is
over a foot long and takes in two 90 degree
and one 180 degree bends. Checking
the standard jets these proved to be 115's
and obviously larger jets would be needed
the change in depression.
I started with 125's and tried to take a
power curve — the bike wouldn't pull and

Right: Dave Walker (left) and Leon Moss
get to work with the Yamaha on the dyno.
Below: Acceleration shoot-out. At present
the Suzuki Is winning hands-down.

diameter tube which is often referred to as
a "balance pipe".
I fitted this set up to the 250 with the view
that the individual cylinders might use the
link tube to "see" its neighbour's carb — it
. was Leon Moss's theory and he's usually
right about such things. This would mean
that each pot would be drawing mixture
from oof/jcarbs, oral least its own and part
of the one next-door.
tube was doing something — the idle
speed was up by just over 1,200rpm. The

throttle stops were used to regain the
correct tickover and a power curve taken.
At the lower end of the scale power
remained the same but from 5 to 6000rpm
there was a slight increase.
Once the motor came "on song" it
up to the peak where it levelled off with a
.3hp increase. The interesting thing is that
the pipe stopped the power dropping sway
to the tune of one brake horse.
It would seem that the balance pipe does
increase the effective intake area, but in its
present state of tune the motor doesn't
need a big increase — later on it will be a
different story.
The main jets flowed the same amount
of fuel with and without the balance pipe
So it was obviously increasing the quality
of mixture flow and not the rate. Checking
the flow rate showed that the 140 mains
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come across one interesting point. With
the balance pipe removed there was a
strange increase in fuel flow at 6,500, just
when the motor was coming into Its real
power band. With the balance pipe fitted
the natural flow pattern was restored. This
means that the balance pipe not only helps
power spread it also saves petrol 1
At the moment the Suzuki is winning on
the engine brake, but power alone does not
produce speed — and ultimately this is
what the shoot-out is all about.
For the first track session the gearing of

footrests i could tuck right in behind the
clocks and the indicators were junked to
further reduce drag.
and high tyre pressures gave the bike a
knife-edge feel, even though 1 had changed
the fork oil for Bel-Ray 30 grade and set the
rear dampers to their mid-way position.
Coming off the banking, i tucked right in
and peered between the clocks with one
eye, as my full face lid vibrated against the
fuel filler. The tacho swept around to 8500,
already 500rpm over the peak, and began
to edge further up the scale.
between 8,750 and 9,0001 At this state of
over-revving the bike was doing 95.Z5mph
— only three miles-per-hour slower than
the Suzuki.
On the standing quarter it was a different
story- The extra power of the Suzuki's
over a full second at the other end of the
strip.
The Yamaha recorded a best time of
15.47 at 85.49mph. I'm not complaining

as the standard 115's plus air filter
combination.

1 knew that the Suzuki's power just evaporated after its peak at 9,000rpm. This meant
that the top speed would be limited to
whatever the gearing dictated at 9,000.
poke after peak revs and 1 was hoping that

bit unfair when its pilot also weighs two

weak. However, since 140 mains were the
largest to hand we had to be content with
this for the time being.
While checking out the fuel flow we did

could get the bike to over-rev in top and
hence go faster. To this effect 1 spent a long
time lining up the wheels, balancing them
and checking the chain adjustment and
alignment. 1 also increased the tyre
pressures to 30 psi to give a smaller contact patch.
To reduce the wind resistance 1 fitted
tight clip-on bars and cut the seat away to

For round two I have got to find a lot
more steam — and go on a dietl
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Left: Changing main Jets on the Yamaha.
Right: The airbox had to go.
Below: Clip-ons and cut down seat give
bike »nd rider * sleeker profile.

Dave Walker

m

READY FOR A Big
leap forward
LAST MONTH in this shoot-out series on
tuning an X7 Suzuki against an RD250
Yamaha, we took two steps forward with
the Suzuki. This month it seems we have
taken one step back, but we are expecting
it to be a steadying backstop for a big leap
forward next month.
If you haven't read the opening part of
the feature in the May issue then you
ought to get hold of a copy to refresh your
memory with progress so far.
With regard to the X7 Suzuki it's worth
going back over some of the main points
here.
The motor, with 8,800 miles on the
clock, could only cough out 17.9bhp at the
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The search for power continues as Brian Crichton tried to keep his
X7 Suzuki ahead of Dave Walker's RD250 Yamaha . . .

best figure of 30.5bhp at 7,300rpm was
obtained.
This was a sensational jump. Unfortunately last month we ware not able to say
which factors ware most responsible for
power gains.
Sim thi
a little
> time i the
Lines Engine Development and Racing
dynamometer with Leon Moss has pointed
the way to some conclusions. But there
are still a lot of questions to be answered.
For this month we obtained a standard
power curve by putting the machine back

Tiss chrome Micron expansion chambers
are the latest type with more ground
clearance.
to completely standard trim and using
standard silencers which had only done
1,000 miles.
Power at the back wheel was 22.7bhp at
7,800rpm. This suggests that the standard
silencers become clogged and rob the
machine of power. Just to remind you, the
silencers with 8,800 mites allowed the bike
to develop the abysmally low figure of
17.9bhp.
Out of Interest we removed the baffle
tubes from the newer standard silencers.
Power increased to 24.7bhp at 7,800rpm.
The next test was to try the latest
Micron expansion chambers. These are the
same dimensions and price as those tried
last month. The only difference is that they

Big Z8mm Mlkwls have token ovmr from
the standard 26mm units, but the engine
presently prefers Ma smaller versions.

are tucked in for better ground clear ants.
Other than the £98.61 Microns the
machine was still completely standard.
Power Increased to 26.8bhp at 7,400rpn.
If you own an X7 you can work out for
yourself just what percentage power
increase the Microns are likely to have on
your machine.
For example: from 17.9 to 26.8bhp Is a
big jump — an increase of 50 per cent no
less. If your standard pipes are In better
condition then obviously the benefit in
percentage terms will be less.
With just the Microns fitted you can run
an X7 on standard jetting or go up by one
or two sixes to be on the safe side; ie from
87.5 to 90 or 92.5. You would obviously
have to do some plug readings for your
particular machine.
The next progression is to fit K&N filters.
MOTOR CYCLE MECHANICS

Above left: When cutting the Yamaha inlet
for 180 degree timing most of the material
is removed from the liner.
Above: Special racing stone guards
developed by J. Sainsbury Ltd, only2Sp
each.

Tfie modified Yamaha inlet holes which
may or may not, break up In use—we will
let you know!
This gives more power. Details were dealt
with In the last issue.
Obviously we intend to do something
with the barrels. But before that step we
thought we would look at the carburetters
to see H any improvements could be made
before taking the engine apart.
This move was mostly due to Paul Sister
of Codnor who had sent in a pair of Z8mm
venturi slide Mlkunls from a previous 250
Suzuki model.
They were fitted in place of the standard
26mm venturi units and the K&N air filters
Blow-by on the /eft-hand cylinder is losing
power, a rebore Is the answer here.

screwed on.
The first test used 112.5 main jets. The
results were a fraction down on the dyno
run with the machine completely standard
except for the Micron exhausts.
The jet size was brought down to 105 to
give a substantial jump in performance by
2bhp to 28.7bhp at 7,400rpm.
But still this was not as good as the
30.5bhp figure obtained last month using
the standard carburetters. Obviously the
engine was not able to make use of the
extra choke area.
H seems logical to assume that with
some port work on the barrels the bigger
carburetters will pay dividends later on.
Meanwhile the machine is running well
on the road with tha 28mm units and feels
much the same as it did last month with
regard to progression, power and acceleration.
There hasn't been time to speed test it
again. You will see that the bike has to be
used for other purposes such as the fairing
tests in this issue. At least we have found
time to fit a Cibie light unit for safer night
riding.
Next month we will be taking a closer
look at the barrels. Suzuki X7s have developed quite a reputation for wide variations
in performance. The one we tested in
August, 1978, for example, gave 28.5bhp
standard and topped lOOmph genuine
speed, h seems that the barrels could be
Thanks once again to Codnor Light Fabrications of Church Lane, Sawley, Long
Eaton, Notts we have a spare set.
Are they good ones? And are the barrels
presently on the bike not up to scratch?
We hope to have the answers next month
to keep the Yamaha from the door.

Brian Crichton [>

SPRING FEVER!

SHOOT-OUT!
Porting mods to
keep in touch
1 THE ODDS seem to be stacking up against
me. In the blue corner the Suzuki camp are
gathering spare barrels, big bore carbs and
yet more sets of expansion chambers,
while my own tuning efforts have
remained minimal to say the least.
The problem with any tuning programme Is that it is all too tempting to just
throw everything into the melting pot and
see what happens. However, by doing that
you really aren't sure what effect each
mod is having and if they are worth
making.
After all, the idea of this feature is to
show Yamaha owners exactly what to do
to get more power, and what not to do to
avoid wasting time, money — and damaged engines.
With this in mind I decided to carry out
some porting mods — one at a time with
dynomometer testing at each stage. The
cylinder heads of RAY 117 R were removed
and the carbon on the piston, crowns
examined. The mixture looked a touch
weak and a note was made to get some
145 main jets before too long. The right
hand barrel was lifted and I was quite
pleased with what I saw.
The rings were seating well and the high
spots on the pistons, that 1 had previously
cut back, looked okay. I wasnt quite so
happy about the small stone found lodged
in the bottom of the transfer port! Make
second note in large capitals: "Get some
form of Inlet protection!"
The inlet protection ended up as a
couple of tea strainers from Sainsburys,
which were rigged up over the intakes.
Total cost: 50p.
On the left-hand pot there was quite a
bit of blow-by past the compression ring
and this would be losing power. An inspection of the bore showed a marked nocontact area probably caused by the hole
going out of round. A rebore is the only
cure for this but it will have to wait until a
later stage.
Still working on the inlet side of the
motor, the Inlet ports were cut down to
increase the overall timing to 180 degrees.
This means that the piston only just closes
the port at BDC (bottom dead centre). The
later RD250E model has this intake timing
so don t start cutting lumps out of your
ports until you have checked.
Most of the material Is cut away from
the liner, rather than the port itself. For
this job I used a couple of ordinary hand
files, one round and one square, both
being 8-inch second-cut jobs.
The pistons on the RD have a couple of
holes In them for the motor to breath
JUNE 1980

This template can be used for marking out
the new inlet timing and shape; NOTon
"E" variants.
through and I decide that these could
probably be enlarged without the piston
breaking at the skirt. At the moment 1
haven't run the engine long enough to
check out the reliability so I'm not giving
details just yet.
If they stand up to the dyno testing I will
give exact dimensions next month.
Having modded both inlets and pistons I
checked the reed valve stops for lit
height. All were exactly at 9mm which is
the correct standard setting. 1 hope to
check the carbs/Manifolds/valve blocks on
a How rig at a later date and then decide
what needs opening up, at the moment it
is all spot-on; but standard.
After cleaning the coke out of the cylinder heads and giving them a light polish 1
decided to check the squish clearance. To
do this I put the engine back together with
some lead wire positioned in the squish
area. The motor was turned over then the
wire removed. The piston hadn't touched
it!
This means that present clearance is
over 60 thou and this can be reduced
considerably, at the same time raising the
compression. Since this will also mean
playing around with the ignition timing I
have delayed fitting the Piranha electronic
ignition.
This is a contactless set up which I
believe will be essential when running a
higher compression ratio. If the timing
wanders sightly due to points wear, a hole
soon appears in the top of the piston.
Finally the original rear tyre had gone
bald in the centre after only 3,000 miles
and this was replaced with a large, 350
section Continental K112. To match up
with this, the front rubber was changed for
a 3.25 Continental R6 2.
These tyres are claimed to have a very
low rolling resistance which should help
the top speed a little. With the Suzuki
going the way It is I need every bit of halp I
can get.
The engine was ready for testing once
more but I hit on another snag — I couldn't
get on the dyno bere press day. However, next month you will have the results
plus one or two other little mods which I
hope wilsl give still more power, the
Suzuki hasn't won yet.
Dave Walker

The spring has to be removed to make
the adjustment, which involves pushing
the damper rod in until it engages with the
bottom of the damper cell. The rod can
for the damping oil and also controls the
tension of a spring on the by-pass valve. So
bump and rebound damping are adjusted
together.
With the ride height at 13 inches and
minimum damping, the Honda felt the
much grounding. Increasing the damping
by one turn (about half of the full adjustment) made quite a dramatic improvement The lap times were better, at 1m 27,
there was less weaving and much less
bouncing over the bumps.
Increasing the damping through the full
range merely made things worse again. It
gave a very rough ride, almost as if the
suspension had locked up altogether.
Conclusions
The various dampers had made quite
noticeable differences. With each setting it
was possible to detect differences in the
way the bike behaved — although it wasn't
so easy to try to quantify them. The lap
times sometimes improved according to
how much ground clearance there was but
there was a real difference between the
best handling and the best comfort on the
Honda.
Going back to the original shocks, we can
necessary. By the way it pitched the rider
out of the saddle on some bumps it
seemed to need softer springs and the lack
of ground clearance mean! that these
would have to be longer as well. Longer
units actually improved the steering and
handling (we were expecting the opposite
but lowering the rear of the bike would
probably improve straight-line stability).
Soft springs gave better ride comfort but it
still bounced quite a lot at Riches, where
there is a series of high-speed bumps.
(as with the Konis) and the fairly harsh ride
from the Marzocchis also gave an improvement — but at the expense of comfort.
With the rear suspension at its best, we
were noticing more movement ai the front
end — which suggests the front suspension now needs "tuning" to match the rear
springs.
John Robinson

Next month: Air suspension —
the final solution?

Loss of mid-range
power
IT'S NOT quite going to plan. By this month
1 thought 1 was going to be streets ahead of
the Suzuki on power, but 1 have only drawn
level.
1 still have several tuning mods up my
sleeve but 1 haven't found the time to try
them out.
Last month 1 modified the inlet liming
and enlarged the holes in the piston skirt
but couldn't give you the results. I've since

mid-range 1
Opening up the inlet period to 180
degrees has cost me nearly three brake
horse power between 5 and 7,000rpm. It
also lost the power gained last month with

the air filter removal and the balance pipe
fitting. What 1 have gained is 3 bhp
between 8 and 8,500rprn.
It seemed obvious that the extended inlet
period was going to allow the engine to
pull much better at high rpm, but at the
factor, expansion chambers were needed
— or so 1 thought.
It just happened that we had some
chambers which had been fitted to the bike
a year or so ago, when they had allowed
the motor to develop just over 31 bhp.
These were fitted and the engine run up on
the brake.
The dyno revealed a total output ol
12 bhp. The engine must have holed a
piston. The plugs were pulled out and a
piece of wire poked down the plug hole, all
was well.
New plugs were fitted, the ignition
checked, and the fuel situation verified.

Somewhere within the Yamaha's internals
there was at least 20 bhp which was
The expansion chambers were replaced
once more with the silencers and the
engine pulled as it should. To cut a long
story short, it would appear that changing
the inlet period to 180 degrees alters the
drastically.
We had to start from scratch and design
a new pair of pipes to match the new
engine port timing.
In actual fact, we tried to short-cut the
whole business by using the RD250E front
pipes and chambers, but the flange at the
barrel joint is different from the C model
and we didn't have the right flanges. From
past experience we felt that the tapered
front pipes off the E model would match up
to the new inlet timing and increase power
at higher rpm, but at the expense of
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Tha modified port windows
on the Yamaha haven't
broken to date, but it's aariy
days yet. Along with tfw
timing change they actually
/'LOSTpoMw.

stretched now that the engine is starting to
develop power at over 8,000rpm.
It should all add up to quite an increase,
but after this month's performance all I am
going to say is: "Don't hold your breath."

Call out for a tuner
SUDDENLY things are looking black for
the Suzuki. In the last two issues it has
been the pace bike. Now the Yamaha has
matched it in brake horsepower terms.
Last month you may remember the
Suzuki was running with 28mm Mlkuni
carburettors, K&N air fitters and Micron
Power was slightly down on the 30.5bhp
recorded at the back wheel in the May
issue when Micron expansion chambers,
KSNs with 100 main jets and the standard

Micron exhausts have so far made the
biggest contribution to increased X7
performance. Price: £98.61 from Codnor
Light Fabrications, Church Lane, Sawley,
Long Eaton, Notts.

Top: Cutting the Mat port down to give
180 degree "E" timing resulted in a power
loss in mid range, with only a slight
improvement at high revs on the Yamaha.
Above: We have been told that the demon
tweak for the X7 is to raise the exhaust
port and then increase the width slightly
— anyone know by how much?
mid-range performance.
We had no option but to make up some
new chambers to suit the engine in its
present state of tune. The C primary pipes
were extended and some E style chambers
were fitted with fairly large diameter
The engine was run and then the front
to find the best length.
Since more port mods are planned we
didn't take too much trouble over this
setting up because it would have to be
done all over again at a later date. What we
finished up with was a big jump in the
power from 6,500 to 8,000rpm and even
more poke at 8,500.
As it is I wouldn't recommend this state
of tune to anyone because the "hole" in the
mid-range is pretty bad without a really big
bonus at the top end. For next month the
tapered front pipes and standard E
chambers will be fitted, and, time
transfer1 porting.
. hope to try increasing the
exhai
will a
and the Piranha electronic ignit
be a must—thec/b points must be
JULY 1980

Spare, and original, X7 barrels side by side.
At the moment we can't find any
differences between the two.

period is required which end do you start?
We've had conflicting advice for the X7.

These mods gave an incredible
14.27sec/90.19mph standing quarter
terminal speed and a top speed of
98.84mph. It's safe to say that with higher
overall gearing the Suzuki would have
topped the ton thanks to its extra
mid-range punch.
Last month it was stated that the bike
felt the same on the road with the biggar
28mm carburettors as with the
modifications for 30.5bhp at the back
wheel.
To see just what difference the drop in
power to 28.7bhp on 105 main jets made
the machine was taken to the MIRA
proving ground where the restrictions of
legal speed limits could be forgotten.
H was immediately noticeable that the
bike was not pulling well in the high rev
range, ft still managed a quarter tima of
14.73sec/80.48mph but top speed was out
of the question because the machine
would not pull high revs in sixth gear. It
could only cough through the lights at
82.3mph.
Dismounting from the bike showed that
the right carburettor was flooding.
Photographs were needed before the
problem could be sorted out for further
This led up to an even bigger problem, r-.
The left piston holed while the bike was V
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Graph: A: As original when bought
second-hand at 8800 miles.
B: Standard Silencers with 1000
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The carburettor needles had been left in
the middle position. This may have been
the cause of the problem, allowing the
engine to run slightly weak at part throttle.
So the barrels had to come off sooner
than expected. They were compared to the
second-hand barrels supplied to us by Paul
Slater of Micron fame.
Both were identical. This dealt a severe
blow to the tuning plans.
We had heard that differences in the
transfer ports were the reason for some X7
Suzukis being faster than others.
A call to Suzuki uncovered further advice
count,
There's obviously some confusion, and
since barrels are in the region of £100 a
pair, filing the ports at random could cause
We are thinking about consulting tuners
who have proven success with this engine.
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C. Micron Mkll exhaust system

fitted.
D: Micron MM exhausts, K&N
filters, 100 main jets.
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and we invite anyone who has made
successful tuning mods to get in touch.
The accompanying graph shows the
picture of the major steps so far. To get the
full story you will need to have read the
May and June 1980 issues of Mechanics.
With the increasing acitivity of summer
motorcycling, time is the biggest problem
in working on the Suzuki to keep it ahead
of the Yamaha. And the other problem is
the more power you've got the more you
Due to holidays and the extra activities
of summer motor cycling there will not be
a Shoot-out feature next month. We are
hoping that the break will give us more
time to get some positive results on both
machines and make some bodywork
modifications.
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